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Client Setup Installation: Shortcut in Start Menu Broken if Path 
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NOCLASSDEFFOUNDEXCEPTION Deploying Java Stored Procedue 
Without JDBC in Project 

Remote Database Debugging 

JDeveloper 3.1 and 3.2 UI Now Enforces Main Method of an 
Application Must Be Public 

Setting Character Sets for JSPs 

Extended AppModules (1252123) 

JSP Remote Debugging 

Debugging JSPs (1229083) 

Granting Java2 Permissions to Users Running in JServer 

Using Oracle-Style Bind Variables 

JDeveloper 3.0 Users Implementing doDML()

BLOB Columns Not Supported by JBO When Using 8.0 (804754) 

Incomplete Deployment to Oracle8i When Using JDBC Thin Driver and 
Net8 Name-value List (1250825) 

Running JSP Web Application with Netscape Causes Error (1037092) 

JDEV INI File Saves Physical, Not Logical Drive (829112) 

Business Components Java Forms Issues 

"Generate Java" Option Gives an Error for Deployed Java Stored 
Procedure (1100083) 

DAC clients fail to establish a JDBC connection to an Olite Database 
(1450488) 

In Visibroker Binding/Naming modes DAC Applets need a running 
GateKeeper service (1492845) 

Introduction
Oracle JDeveloper is Oracle's Java development tool for building, 
debugging, and deploying Internet applications. This release also includes 
Oracle Business Components for Java, a 100% Java, XML-powered 
application component framework that dramatically simplifies the 
development, deployment, and customization of multi-tier Java 
applications for the Internet. 
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Available Documentation and Other Resources

JDeveloper 3.2 Online Help System

Two Options for Documentation

The online help system for JDeveloper 3.2 is available in two flavors: 

1. HTML Help

To view this version of the online help, you must have Microsoft 
Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher installed on your machine. This 
documentation is packaged in compressed *.chm files. It offers full-text 
search capabilities. 

2. WebHelp

To view this version, you can use either Netscape Navigator 4.0 or 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0, or higher. This documentation is 
packaged in uncompressed *.html files. Note that if you are installing 
onto a FAT file system (rather than to NTFS), you may need a large 
amount of disk space because the documentation consists of a large 
number of small files. The actual disk requirement will depend upon 
the size of the hard drive and of the sector. 

Javadoc reference material is also available directly from within JDeveloper. 
To view included Javadoc, open the source file (either by right-clicking a 
classname and choosing Browse Symbol at Cursor, or by opening it from 
the Navigator), and then click the Doc tab. If the class has no Javadoc, you 
will get an error message. 

Installing and Configuring Your Online Help 

If you accept the typical installation choice, the Oracle JDeveloper installer 
examines your computer to determine which browser is installed and 
installs the appropriate Help options: 

1. If Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher is currently installed, the HTML Help 
is automatically installed. 

2. If Internet Explorer is not found, then the WebHelp option is installed.

3. In both cases, the JavaDoc method within JDeveloper is always 
available. 

To force the installation of a help system without yet having the appropriate 
browser installed, use the Custom install option in the Oracle JDeveloper 
installer. Select the online help option you wish. 

1. When forcing the installation of HTML Help without having Internet 
Explorer 4.0 or higher already installed, you will be warned to install 
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Internet Explorer after installing Oracle JDeveloper. If you do not do so, 
the HTML Help system cannot be invoked.

2. When forcing the installation of WebHelp without having either 
Netscape Navigator 4.0 or higher, or Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or 
higher already installed, you will be warned to install one or the other 
after installing Oracle JDeveloper. If you do not do so, WebHelp cannot 
be invoked. 

If you have installed HTML help and the appropriate version of Internet 
Explorer is not available on your machine, when you invoke the help 
system, you may encounter the following errors: 

1. 'shlwapi.dll is not in the path'.

2. A "Dr.Watson error" indicating that JDeveloper has unexpectedly quit.

3. ’The ordinal <number> could not be located in the dynamic link library 
COMCTK32.dll’.

Oracle Technology Network

The Oracle Technology Network (OTN) is your free definitive source for 
Oracle technical information on developing for the Internet platform. You 
will be part of an online community with access to free software, OTN-
sponsored Internet developer conferences, and discussion groups on up-to-
date Oracle technology.

If you are not already a member, please sign up for a free membership at: 
http://otn.oracle.com/free/ 

The most recent information regarding the JDeveloper 3.2 release, including 
whitepapers, FAQs and updates to the release notes, is available at: 
http://otn.oracle.com/products/jdev/ or follow these links from the 
OTN homepage: 

Internet Tools | JDeveloper 

or select the JDeveloper menu

Help | Oracle Technology Network

Oracle JDeveloper 3.2 Feature Walkthroughs

Visual walkthroughs of the new features of JDeveloper 3.2 are available on 
OTN in the JDeveloper Technical Information section. There's no installation 
required - just point and click.
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Licensing Information

Oracle Business Components for Java 

Previously, there was a specific license required for the deployment of the 
Business Components for Java runtime. This licensing is now covered with 
the Oracle9i Application Server (formerly called the Internet Application 
Server or iAS). For more information about licensing please consult the 
Oracle Store or your sales representative.

Visibroker for Java and Visibroker for C++

A version of Visibroker for Java and Visibroker for C++ has been integrated 
into Oracle JDeveloper 3.2. All development uses of this Visibroker for Java 
and Visibroker for C++, including the building of CORBA server objects, 
must be performed exclusively through the use of Oracle tools. No 
standalone development use of Visibroker for Java and Visibroker for C++ 
is permitted. Additionally, for both development and runtime versions of 
Visibroker for Java and Visibroker for C++, Oracle does not support any 
uses outside of Oracle tools and products, including support of standalone 
CORBA servers objects.

Customers may be able to obtain a license to use Visibroker for Java and 
Visibroker for C++ on a standalone basis from Inprise Corporation.

Important Information Included in Install Guide
Please see the Install Guide for details about installation, system 
requirements and supported deployment environments. The Install Guide 
also includes information about installing the Oracle Repository for use 
with JDeveloper Source Control. The Install Guide (install.htm) can be 
found in both of of these locations: 

1. (JDevRoot)\Install.htm (placed here during installation)

2. Root directory of JDeveloper CD

Oracle JDeveloper and Oracle8i Compatibility Matrix
Oracle JDeveloper 3.2 has complete support for Oracle8i Release3 (8.1.7). 
The following matrix shows the compatibility of Oracle JDeveloper 3.1 and 
3.2 with Oracle8i releases 8.1.6 and 8.1.7.
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JDeveloper Compatibility with Oracle8i Release2 (8.1.6), and  Oracle8i Release 3 
(8.1.7).

For more information on Oracle JDeveloper visit OTN.

Business Components for Java
This section contains up-to-the-minute information on feature of Business 
Components for Java which are not in the documentation.

JDeveloper 3.1 8.1.6 8.1.7 

JDBC Yes Yes 

SQLJ Yes Yes 

Java Stored Procedures Deployment to 
Oracle8i - JServer

Yes Yes 

EJB Deployment to Oracle8i - JServer Yes No 

CORBA Deployment to Oracle8i - JServer Yes No 

DbBrowser Yes Yes 

Remote Debugging (Oracle8i - JServer) Yes Yes 1

1  Java Stored Procedures only.

JDeveloper 3.2 8.1.6 8.1.7 

JDBC Yes Yes 

SQLJ Yes Yes 

Java Stored Procedures Deployment to 
Oracle8i - JServer

Yes Yes 

EJB Deployment to Oracle8i - JServer No Yes 1 

1 You will not be able to deploy EJBs from JDeveloper 3.2 to Oracle8i Release 3 (8.1.7) on 
Solaris. We expect this to be fixed in the Solaris patchset 8.1.7.1. This problem does not 
exist on Oracle8i Release 3 (8.1.7) on Windows NT. (Bug 1482140)

CORBA Deployment to Oracle8i - JServer No Yes 

DbBrowser Yes Yes 

Remote Debugging (Oracle8i - JServer) Yes 2 

2 Java Stored Procedures only.

Yes 

Note: This matrix addresses only the Oracle8i related 
features of Oracle JDeveloper, not the whole feature set of 
Oracle JDeveloper.
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New Features for Release 3.2

The following features are new in Business Components for Java in the 3.2 
release. See the online documentation for complete details.

1. Improved Application Module Pooling and State Management for 
"Web Farm" Deployment 

The implementation of application module pooling for high-
throughput web applications running in "web farm" deployments has 
been significantly improved. Using the new pool implementation, your 
application modules can be used for the duration of one request and 
then released, with optional smart management of pending application 
module state. This dramatically simplifies the development of web 
applications requiring multiple-pages to accomplish a logical unit of 
work without the bottlenecks typically associated with a stateful 
approach to web applications. 

2. New JSP 1.1 Business Components for Java Data Tag Library for 
Simple Access to Business Components 

With the Business Components for Java Data Tag Library, a JSP 
application developer can develop a Business Components for Java JSP 
application entirely in HTML and JSP tags without extensive Java Bean 
method calls or custom Java coding. The Business Components for Java 
Data Tag library is a fully JSP 1.1 compliant set of JSP Tags which 
provide simple yet powerful control of presentation and/or 
modification of Business Components for Java data.

3. Bidirectional XML Message Support for "Trees" of View Objects 

Any view objects, in conjunction with their view-linked detail views, 
can automatically emit hierarchical XML messages using the new 
writeXML() method on the ViewObject interface. XML element names 
and other options can be controlled using custom view object and view 
object attribute properties. An optional XSLT stylesheet can be supplied 
to transform the XML message into an alternative XML format.

In addition to producing XML, view object can now also consume XML 
messages and automatically process their contents. By using the new 
readXML() method on the ViewObject interface, you can "feed" an XML 
message to the "root" view object of a view-linked tree" of master/detail 
views and have any number of appropriate inserts, updates, and/or 
deletes performed (at any level), including enforcement of all of your 
Entity Object-level business logic, defaulting, etc. If an XML message to 
be processed is not in the canonical format that the view object can 
read, an optional XSLT stylesheet can be provided to transform it into 
canonical format before processing it.

4. BC4J Integration with Oracle XSQL Pages 
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This release supplies two XSQL action handlers that facilitate using 
predefined view objects in conjunction with the Oracle XSQL Pages 
XML/XSLT publishing framework. The oracle.jbo.xsql.ViewObject 
handler enables rendering XML data in an XSQL page, while the 
oracle.jbo.xsql.UpdateViewObject allows an XSQL page to post XML 
content to a view object for inbound processing. New IDE support for 
creating new XSQL pages, debugging XSQL pages, and building XSQL 
action elements further simplifies the task.

5. Simplified Connection Management for All Tiers Using 
Configurations 

Each BC4J package can now be associated with an XML-based bc4j.xcfg 
file that records named configurations for the application modules in 
that package. You may predefine any number of configurations for any 
of the application modules in the package for any of the connection 
modes that BC4J supports, including predefined values for all 
necessary connection parameters and custom runtime parameters. At 
runtime, for a package named some.package the bc4j.xcfg file is located 
in the ./some/package/common subdirectory on the CLASSPATH.

6. Debugging Application Modules 

It is now possible, and infinitely handy, to run the BC4J Tester in debug 
mode. This means that you can use the tester to exercise your 
Application Modules and hit breakpoints in your business component 
code without resorting to writing custom client code to achieve this. To 
debug an application module using the tester, do the following:

1. Expand the node in the navigator for the Application Module that 
you wish to debug to reveal its Java and XML files

2. Select the AppModuleImpl.java implementation file

3. Select Debug... from the right mouse menu

By first editing the "MyAppModuleLocal" configuration and visiting 
the "Properties" tab of the configuration editor, you can also setup 
additional BC4J runtime properties that might affect your debugging 
session.

7. EJB 1.1 CMP Support for Oracle8i Release 8.1.7 

New functionality and wizards allow BC4J to be used as the container 
managed persistence provider for the EJB 1.1 Entity Bean support in 
Oracle8i Release 8.1.7.

8. View Objects with All Transient Attributes 

You can now use the BC4J wizards to build view objects which are 
comprised completely of transient attributes, without providing any 
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SQL query, and these "queryless" view objects can be used at runtime as 
convenient value-holders for transient data, populated 
programmatically by your application code.

9. Support for EJB Session Bean Deployment to WebLogic 

You can now deploy your Business Components for Java application 
modules as EJB Session Beans that can be installed and run in the 
WebLogic EJB container.

10. Support for Non-Oracle Databases 

To enable your Business Components applications to run against any 
backend database, you can now choose an appropriate "SQL Dialect" to 
restrict the BC4J framework to use only standard ANSI SQL, as well as 
control the SQL-to-Java type mapping.

11. Failover Support 

By default, when using the "Stateful" mode of the application module 
pool, pending application module state is persisted each time an 
application module is released to the pool. This allows a browser user 
that is assigned to a different web server to recover their appmodule 
state even if they get routed to a new server. If you do not need this 
more pessimistic level of failover support, you can set the property:

jbo.dofailover=false 

either on the command line or through your BC4J configuration 
properties.

12. Optional JDBC Connection Pooling 

Connection pooling is now available, but is turned off by default. This 
allows each application module in the pool to maintain reusable JDBC 
statements for subsequent reuse on the next request. This can be more 
efficient if your application modules use large numbers of view objects 
on each request because not releasing the connection back to a pool 
avoids having to recreate numerous JDBC objects each time. In this 
mode, your application should still not maintain uncommitted database 
state across requests. To turn connection pooling on, set the property:

jbo.doconnectionpooling=true 

either on the command line or through your BC4J configuration 
properties.

13. Persistent Collection Support 

If you work with BC4J rowsets that may have thousands of rows or 
more, you can reduce the amount of core memory used for caching and 
scrolling through the rows using thew new persistent collection 
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support. The feature uses the database as a backing store for the 
"spillover" rows that do not fit in memory.

jbo.use.pers.coll=true 

either on the command line or through your BC4J configuration 
properties.

14. User-Defined Coordinated Rowset Filters 

By default, view links coordinate master/detail rowsets using the 
equality criteria between attributes in a source (master) row and a 
corresponding set of attributes in a destination (detail) row. If the detail 
rowset is set to be used in "Association Consistent" mode, then even 
pending changes to entities in the cache are automatically kept in their 
appropriate detail rowset. 

Using a user-defined view link "Association SQL" clause, available on 
the last tab of the View Link wizard/editor, a user can define view link 
relationships that go beyond basic equality with a complex SQL-based 
detail query criteria. However, until release 3.2, it was not possible for 
these more complicated view links to have their in-memory rowset 
contents be kept consistent. In 3.2, View Object's can associate custom 
row filters to enable this behavior to work for arbitrarily complex view 
links. See a later section for an example of implementing this new 
capability.

15. Case Insensitive Querying 

When using the BC4J ViewCriteria facility for query-by-example 
functionality, it is now possible to request that where clause columns be 
generated in case-insensitive mode. Call setUpperColumns(true) on 
your instance of ViewCriteriaRow to use this feature. 

16. Simplified Oracle8i JVM Security Permissions for BC4J Deployment 

The .\bin\Java2Perm.sql script is provided to assist you in granting the 
appropriate permissions necessary to deploy and run a BC4J 
application module deployed to Oracle8i, either as an EJB session bean, 
CORBA server, or in LOCAL mode.

Note : This feature works by generating UPPER(COLNAME) 
instead of just COLNAME in the generated WHERE clause 
fragment for the View Criteria Row. Be sure to create a 
functional index on the UPPER(COLNAME) expression to take 
advantage of indexes for improved query performance.
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Additional Highlights for High Availability "Web Farm" Features

The following describes the three different modes supported by the 
Application Module pool.

The "Stateless" Policy

If you release an application module to the pool using the "Stateless" mode, 
you release any pending application module state. Any pending inserts, 
updates, deletes made in the AM during that request are "forgotten" if your 
code did not explicitly commit the transaction during the span of the 
request. This is the mode to use when the task your servlet or JSP page is 
performing is completed with the current request.

"Stateful" Programming Simplicity with Stateless Performance

If you need to build web applications that implement a task requiring the 
user to visit several different pages to complete the job, you will want to use 
the "Stateful" mode. This releases your application module instance to the 
pool but requests that the pool intelligently manage its pending application 
module state. Pending (i.e. uncommited) inserts, updates, or deletes made 
in the AM during the current session are remembered across requests as are 
the current positions in active view objects. This makes creating a new 
order and adding new items to it an easy-to-program task that can easily 
span many web page requests. As noted above, the final page in the process 
can then release the application module in "Stateless" mode to signal that 
it's done. 

It's very important to understand that this does not mean that the current 
application module is dedicated to your current browser user, but instead 
simply means that when your current browser user returns, their next 
request will automatically work with an application module in the same 
pending state as their previous one was. It's not guaranteed to be exactly 
the same application module instance from the pool, but the smart state 
management will ensure that whatever instance it does get from the pool is 
automatically "synched" to the persisted state of the current users previous 
session. This mode provides the simplicity of a stateful programming 
model, without the drawbacks of dedicating resources to each user 
accessing a web site. Under the covers, this feature is achieved by 
transparently persisting the minimum, necessary application module state 
to XML to the database and transparently reusing that application module 
state "snapshot" when necessary. In this mode, no pending database state 
should be kept across requests, but pending changes in an application 
module (using optimistic locking) are fine.
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The "Reserved" Policy

For backward compatibility with JDeveloper 3.1, you can release your 
application module in the "Reserved" mode, which effectively "pins" a 
particular application module instance to your current browser session 
until a user-defined timeout expires or until a subsequent page releases the 
application module in "Stateless" mode again. This is the only mode that 
supports pending database state across requests.

Last-Minute Changes Not in the Documentation

The following late-breaking changes to functionality may not appear in the 
documentation:

1. Processing ViewRow Deletes through XML Messages 

When you pass an XML message to the new ViewObject.readXML() 
method for processing, BC4J will automatically process inserts and 
updates to a tree of view-linked view objects. To indicate that you want 
a particular row deleted, you must add the bc4j-action="remove" 
attribute to the element representing the row.

So, for example, if we assume none of the default XML element names 
have been overridden using the XML_ROW_ELEMENT property, an 
XML message to delete a row from a view object named "Employees" 
would look like this:

<!-- Example message to remove two employees -->
<Employees>
<EmployeesRow bc4j-action="remove">
<Empno>1234</Empno>

</EmployeesRow>
<EmployeesRow bc4j-action="remove">
<Empno>1288</Empno>

</EmployeesRow>
</Employees>

Note that as with the insert and update cases, your XML need only 
supply the minimum necessary elements to perform the desired 
operation, including the primary key for the row. In the example above, 
simply providing a value for the primary key attribute Empno is 
enough for the framework to locate it and remove it.

2. Explicitly Requesting a Null Indicator in XML Messages

The XML messages produced by the new ViewObject.writeXML() 
method by default omit elements in the XML for attribute with null 
values. If you would rather null attributes appear in the result, this can 
be achieved by providing a custom property named 
XML_EXPLICIT_NULL on the desired View Object or individual View 
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Object attribute. The value of the property can be any non-empty value 
("y", "yes", etc.) The presence of this custom property creates an element 
named <AttrName null="true"/> instead of omitting the <AttrName> 
element.

Example of Using Custom Detail Rowset Filtering

If you are working programmatically with BC4J View Objects that are View-
linked using a custom SQL where clause, you can now achieve the same 
kind of master/detail rowset consistency as is provided by default for basic 
equality-based view links. To achieve this, you must:

1. Write a class that implements the oracle.jbo.server.RowFilter 
interface

A row filter is an object that conceptually "owns" a group of related 
rows based on some customized grouping criteria. The default 
implementation defines a filter that "owns" a group of related rows that 
match a particular set of key attribute values (e.g. all employees whose 
department number = 10).

2. Override three methods in the ViewObject implementation class that 
represents the detail query in the master/detail view link. 

1. RowFilter buildRowFilter(Object[] paramValues) 

This method returns an instance of your custom implementation of 
a RowFilter instead of using the default implementation, 
oracle.jbo.server.RowFilterKey.

2. RowFilter[] getQualifyingRowFilters(Object[] rowParamValues) 

This method returns an array of zero or more matching Row Filters 
that a candidate row belongs to.

3. RowFilter[] buildQualifyingRowFilters(Object[] rowParamValues) 

This method is called to build new Row Filters, if any, to be 
associated with a candidate row which does not qualify for any 
existing Row Filters.

Here we walk through a sample that illustrates how to use a custom row 
filter. The example uses two view objects to present employee information 
grouped into data-driven salary bands, instead of the default way of 
grouping them by department number. Assume we have the familiar EMP 
table in the database that this application is connected to, and that we have 
an Entity object named Emp mapped to this EMP table. The package name 
for the object shown in the sample code is neq.
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We first create the SalaryBands view object, using the View Object wizard. 
We only need to supply a query, and don't need to associate this "expert 
mode" query with any entity objects. The query looks like this:

select 'Band1' as band,
0 as band_low,
999 as band_high

from dual
union all
select 'Band2' as band,

1000 as band_low,
1999 as band_high

from dual
union all
select 'Band3' as band,

2000 as band_low,
5999 as band_high

from dual

Of course this could be a query over a SALARY_BANDS table, but we're using 
this simpler query for illustrative purposes. This will produce three rows of 
query results that look like:

BAND BAND_LOW BAND_HIGH
---- -------- ---------
Band1 0 999
Band2 1000 1999
Band3 2000 5999

We would like to create an Employees view object and then build a view 
link which shows, for each salary band master row, the list of employees 
whose salary falls between the high and low values in the current band. We 
create a default Employees view object using the wizard, and associate it 
with the Emp entity object. The details view object must be mapped to an 
entity object for the rowset consistency feature to work.

We create a view link named EmployeesWithinBand between SalaryBands 
and Employees view objects, selecting the source attributes of:

1. BandLow 

2. BandHigh 

and the matching destination attributes of:

1. Sal 

2. Sal 

Notice that we've picked the Sal attribute twice since we only need to refer 
to single attribute in the destination. We override the default association 
accessor name and change it to the more meaningful name 
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"EmployeesInBand". This will allow you to programmatically get an 
attribute by this name on each row of the SalaryBands view to get the 
coordinated set of detail records. 

On the "Association SQL" tab of the view link wizard, we override the 
default WHERE clause to create our custom one that looks like:

SAL BETWEEN :1 AND :2

If we create an application module, and add the SalaryBands view object to 
it along with its view-linked detail Employees view object, you can run the 
BC4J tester to show that querying the salary bands and employees that falls 
into the bands works.

Now we need to implement the RowFilter so that inserts and updates of 
employee rows will automatically be grouped into the right detail 
employees collection based on the salary band that the employee's salary 
falls into.

package neq;
import oracle.jbo.domain.Number;
import oracle.jbo.server.RowFilter;
import oracle.jbo.server.ViewObjectImpl;
public class SalaryBandRowFilter implements RowFilter{
private ViewObjectImpl _vo;
private Object[] _values;
private float _rangeLow, _rangeHi;
// Filter to group rows into salary bands
public SalaryBandRowFilter(ViewObjectImpl vo, Object[] values) {
_vo = vo;
_values = values;
if (values != null && values.length <= 2) {

_rangeLow = ((Number)values[0]).floatValue();
_rangeHi = ((Number)values[1]).floatValue();

}
}
// Return the VOImpl we are associated with
public ViewObjectImpl getViewObjectImpl() { return _vo; }
// Return the number of parameters we were constructed with
public int getParamLength() { return _values != null ? _values.len

gth : 0; }
// Return the source parameter values we were constructed with
public Object[] getParamValues() { return _values; }
// Test whether a candidate row's link attributes qualify for this
filter
public boolean paramQualifies(Object[] values) {

if (values == null || _values == null) return false;
if (values[0] == null) return false;
float currentSal = ((Number)values[0]).floatValue();
// Return true if current salary falls between _Low and _High
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return _rangeLow <= currentSal &&
currentSal <= _rangeHi;

}
public int getRowInitLength() {
return 0; // No Foreign Key values to initialize for new rows

}
public Object[] getRowInitValues() {
return null; // No Foreign Key values to initialize for new rows

}
// This is not a null row filter
public boolean isNull() { return false; }

}
Next, in our EmployeesImpl.java file for the Employees view object (
the detail VO), we override the following methods:
// Return our custom row filter
protected RowFilter buildRowFilter(Object[] paramValues) {
return new SalaryBandRowFilter(this,paramValues);

}
// This method is called to retrieve row filters for a candiate ro

w
protected RowFilter[] getQualifyingRowFilters(Object[] rowParamVal

ues) {
Enumeration rowFilters = getRowFilters();
Vector qualFilterVec = new java.util.Vector();
while (rowFilters.hasMoreElements()) {
RowFilter rowFilter = (RowFilter) rowFilters.nextElement();
if (rowFilter.paramQualifies(rowParamValues)) {

qualFilterVec.addElement(rowFilter);
}

}
RowFilter[] retVal = new oracle.jbo.server.RowFilter[qualFilterV

ec.size()];
qualFilterVec.copyInto(retVal);
return retVal;

}
// This method is called when a candidate row does not
// qualify any of the existing row filters
protected RowFilter[] buildQualifyingRowFilters(Object[] rowParamV

alues) {
// Do not create a row filter for missing bands
return null;

}

These overrides inform the framework that we want to use a custom 
RowFilter implementation, and respond appropriately to the framework's 
needs to identify appropriate filters that match a candiate row. Finally, we 
can demonstrate the the functionality works by writing a sample BC4J 
client which does the following:

1. Connects to our neq.NeqModule application module
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2. Finds the SalaryBands view object to work with

3. Gets the first row of the SalaryBands view (Band1, 0-999)

4. Gets the coordinated set of detail employees in the current salary band 
by requesting the view link accessor attribute named 
"EmployeesInBand".

5. Creates a new employee row in this collection, having a salary which 
falls outside the 0-999 range of the current band.

6. Navigates to the second salary band, 1000-2999.

7. Gets the coordinated set of detail employees in that salary band by 
again requesting the view link accessor attribute named 
"EmployeesInBand" on that row

8. Calls setAssociationConsistent(true) on the detail rowset it retrieves so 
that its contents will be retrieved in a cache-consistent way (including 
pending new/modified rows in addition to ones that are queried).

9. Iterates the detail employees found in the current band to illustrate that 
the newly added employee has been automatically "shuffled" into the 
proper detail rowset based on its salary band.

The client code appears below:

import oracle.jbo.*;
import java.util.*;
import javax.naming.*;
import oracle.jbo.domain.Number;
public class TestClient {
public static void main(String arg[]) throws Exception {
// Modify this JDBC connection string to suit your database
String jdbcURL = "jdbc:oracle:thin:scott/tiger@localhost:

1521:ORCL";
String appModuleName = "neq.NeqModule";
// Setup the hashtable of JNDI initialization parameters
Hashtable env = new Hashtable(2);
env.put(Context.INITIAL_CONTEXT_FACTORY, JboContext.JBO_CONTEXT_

FACTORY);
env.put(JboContext.DEPLOY_PLATFORM, JboContext.PLATFORM_LOCAL);
// Create an JNDI initial context
Context ic = new InitialContext(env);
// Lookup a home interface (factory) for the AppModule by name
ApplicationModuleHome home =(ApplicationModuleHome)ic.lookup(app

ModuleName);
// Create an instance of the AppModule using the home/factory
ApplicationModule am = home.create();
// Connect the application module to the database
am.getTransaction().connect(jdbcURL);
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// Find the "SalaryBands" view object by name in the app module
ViewObject vo_Bands = am.findViewObject("SalaryBands");

// Get the first row of its result set, executing query if neede
d

Row row_Bands = vo_Bands.first();

RowSet details = (RowSet)row_Bands.getAttribute("EmployeesInBand
");

// Create a new employee row in this rowset
// Since its salary falls outside of the 0-999 band,
// it should get automatically moved to the rowset
// for the second band 1000-1999
Row new_Emp = details.createRow();
new_Emp.setAttribute("Empno",new Number(1111));
new_Emp.setAttribute("Ename","Steve");
new_Emp.setAttribute("Sal", new Number(1475));
details.insertRow(new_Emp);

row_Bands = vo_Bands.next(); // Get Band 2
details = (RowSet)row_Bands.getAttribute("EmployeesInBand");
details.setAssociationConsistent(true);
while (details.hasNext()) {
Row row_Emp = details.next();
System.out.println(row_Emp.getAttribute("Ename"));
System.out.println(row_Emp.getAttribute("Sal"));

}
// Disconnect the application module
am.getTransaction().disconnect();

}
}

Upgrading Remote Business Components for Java Projects 
Upgrading a Business Components for Java project which is deployed 
remotely requires the following steps: 

1. Re-remote any top-level Application Modules by navigating to the 
Remote tab in the Application Module wizard and highlighting the 
already selected deployment platform(s) then clicking Finish. 

2. Redeploy the Business Components for Java project to the target 
platform.

3. If appropriate, update your client project with the regenerated client jar 
file.

4. Redeploy the client project.
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If your client is a DAC applet or application which makes use of the 
TreeControl, you may also need to include -DnullString=true switch for 
middle tier startup for the TreeControl to behave correctly. 

Working With JSP Applications
In JDeveloper 3.2, data web beans function best when used with the default 
request scope setting. Although the Element Wizard allows application, 
session, page, and request scope settings, we recommend always using the 
default scope option: request. Changing the scope can cause unreliable 
results when multiple users access the page. 

In JDeveloper 3.2, Reserved mode replaces the JDeveloper 3.1 Stateful mode 
for managing JSP application module resources. In JDeveloper 3.2 Reserved 
mode maintains control of the application module for the duration of the 
entire HTTP session, while the new Stateful mode caches the application 
module state to the database when the JSP page releases the application 
module (encounters a ReleasePageResource data tag or a 
releasePageResource() method on a data web bean). Only Reserved 
mode ensures that data modified by the user during the session will not be 
changed by another user. Though Stateful mode preserves the data and 
allow it to be restored for subsequent sessions, changes made to the stored 
data will be reflected when the new application module instance restores 
the state from the database. 

When you use special character-set encoding in a JSP application by setting 
the project's encoding in the Compiler tab of the Project Properties dialog, it 
is also necessary to set the translate_params option to true in the 
zone.properties file on the OJSP server. 

When you create a JSP client project for your business components project 
in JDeveloper, you will need to make sure the JSP project can access the 
output root directory of your business components; otherwise, a runtime 
error will result because the client will be unable to locate the business 
components class files. If the output root directories are not the same for 
both projects, use the Project Properties dialog to create a new library for 
your JSP project that defines the business components class path. Select the 
Libraries tab, click Libraries, click Add, click New, then name the JSP client 
library and type the directory that contains business component classes (for 
example: C:\JDeveloper3.2\myclasses\OnlineOrders). The alternative, 
is to set the output root directory on Paths tab of the Project Properties 
dialog the same for both projects. 
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Using Business Components for Java and Oracle8i Lite
Business Components for Java estimates the number of rows in a query by 
performing a select count(*) from an anonymous view. A bug in versions of 
Oracle8i Lite prior to 4.0.0.2.14 prevents this from working correctly. We 
recommend using Oracle8i Lite release 4.0.0.2.23. You can download 
Oracle8i Lite release 4.0.0.2.23 as follows:

1. From your browser go to: ftp://oracle-
ftp.oracle.com/server/patchsets/wgt_tech/olite/400223/ .

2. Choose 400223ol.zip .

3. Save this file to your machine and unzip.

4. Read the included README file for installation instructions.

Please see the section Using Oracle8i Lite with JDeveloper in the online help 
for information on configuring Oracle8i Lite for use with JDeveloper.

In addition to the limitations noted in the documentation, ensure that none 
of your Business Component entity attributes have the 
"retrievedOnUpdate" or the "RetrievedOnInsert" flag set. Note that the 
default for this attribute is usually "off", but if the underlying database type 
is CHAR, then it is switched on. (Bug 1481328)

Setting Servlet Init Parameters with JDeveloper's Builtin 
Servlet/JSP WebServer
You can set initialization parameters for servlets via a config file. This file is 
called webtogo.ora. It is located at: JDEV/lib/webtogo.ora. 

You can add your Servlet Parameters to the area entitled 
[SERVLET_PARAMETERS] For example: (from the webtogo.ora file) 

[SERVLET_PARAMETERS]
My_Init_Parameter=My_Value
.
.
.

To retrieve this value, you can use this code in your Servlet. 

// Global String to retrieve value
String my_init_val;

// Overidden Init method with getInitParameter call.
public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException {

super.init(config);
my_init_val = getInitParameter("My_Init_Parameter");

}
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JDeveloper 3.2 and JDK 1.3
JDeveloper 3.2 includes a feature called JDK Switching. This allows you to 
add new versions of the Java Development Kit to the IDE. JDK 1.2.2, the 
default, and JDK 1.1.8 are included with the 3.2 release of JDeveloper. 
Currently, JavaSoft is shipping a new release, JDK 1.3. JDK 1.3 is not 
included with JDeveloper 3.2. It can be downloaded for free at 
http://java.sun.com/products/jdk/1.3. 

Installing the JDK

1. Assuming that you've installed JDeveloper in C:\Program 
Files\Oracle\JDeveloper 3.2\, install JDK 1.3 into the directory 
C:\Program Files\Oracle\JDeveloper 3.2\jdk1.3.

2. Copy the OJVM directory and the files fdebug.exe and fdebug_g.exe 
from the directory C:\Program Files\Oracle\JDeveloper 
3.2\java1.2\jre\bin into the directory C:\Program 
Files\Oracle\JDeveloper 3.2\jdk1.3\jre\bin . 

3. Edit the file C:\Program Files\Oracle\JDeveloper 
3.2\jdk1.3\jre\lib\jvm.cfg. This file lists the Java Virtual Machines 
(JVM) supported by this release. To make the JDK 1.3 run the Oracle 
JVM add the line: 

-ojvm

Note : These parameters are system wide. Also, this feature 
is subject to change for post 3.2 releases of JDeveloper.

Note : JDK 1.3 does not include the JavaDocs. These docs 
can be downloaded for free at 
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.3/docs.html. It is 
recommended to unzip the JavaDocs into the JDK 1.3 home 
directory. For more information on the Java2 SDK 
documentation refer to the JDK 1.3 release notes.

Note : The order of JVMs in jvm.cfg is important. The first 
JVM in this list is the default JVM.
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A batch file called InstallOJVM.bat has been provided to perform steps 2 
and 3 (above) for you. It is found in the directory C:\Program 
Files\Oracle\JDeveloper 3.2\bin .

Configuring JDeveloper 3.2

1. Start JDeveloper and select the Tools | Default Project Properties menu. 
Then click the Define button beside the Target JDK version pull-down 
menu box. 

2. The Available JDK versions dialog is displayed. Click the New button 
then click the browse ( ... ) button to locate the JDK 1.3 java.exe or 
type the path to java.exe in the JDK 1.3 directory. 

3. When you have selected the path to java.exe, the Class path and 
Source path textboxes are filled in automatically. If you had 
downloaded and installed the JavaDocs as well, the Doc Path will also 
be populated. JDK 1.3 is added to the list of Available JDK versions. 

4. Press OK to close the dialog. 

5. Select the JDK 1.3 from Target JDK version pull-down menu box, then 
click OK to store the modified Default Project Properties. 

You are now able to use the JDK 1.3 to develop Java applications using 
JDeveloper 1.3. If you want to use JDK 1.3 as the default for new projects, 
make sure it is selected in the Target JDK version pull-down menu box of 
the Default Project Properties dialog. For existing projects, you will have to 
change the Target JDK version when you want to use JDK 1.3. 

Using JDK 1.3 as the Java Platform for JDeveloper 3.2

As parts of JDeveloper 3.2 are programmed in Java, it can also make use of 
the new JDK 1.3 for itself. There are three possible ways to achieve this: 

1. Using the NT Command Prompt, start JDeveloper 3.2 with the 
following command: 

C:\Program Files\Oracle\JDeveloper 3.2\bin\jdeveloper -jdk=1.3.0

2. Create a new shortcut to jdeveloper.exe in the Start Menu. Add the 
same line as above to the Target: textbox on the Shortcut tab of the 
Properties pop-up. 

3. Change the JDeveloper Initialization file: 

1. Quit JDeveloper 3.2

2. Edit to C:\Program Files\Oracle\JDeveloper 
3.2\bin\jdeveloper.ini.
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3. Scroll down to the section [Java_2]. Replace the parameter 
JDK=java version "JDK1.2.2_JDeveloper" with JDK=java 
version "1.3.0". 

4. Save the file.

5. The next time you start JDeveloper, it will be using JDK 1.3 as its 
Java platform. 

To determine if the change worked, start JDeveloper 3.2 and select Help | 

About. Under the icon it should display: 

1.3.0 
OJVM 

Debugging and JDK 1.3

When debugging locally with a JDK that does not have OJVM installed, 
JDeveloper does not specify which VM to use. When using Sun's JDK 1.3, 
Hotspot is now default and we've experienced problems with Hotspot's 
debugging implementation. Therefore, when debugging locally with JDK 
1.3 without OJVM installed use the -classic parameter when you run 
debug.

Updating Business Components for Java Libraries on Oracle9i 
Application Server (iAS)
If you obtained your version of Oracle9i Application Server or iAS before 
you obtained JDeveloper 3.2, it may not have the most up-to-date business 
components libraries. You need to update Oracle9i Application Server by 
adding these libraries and including some of them in the classpath.

To Update Oracle9i Application Server:

1. Copy the following files from <JDeveloper_Home>/lib to 
<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib:

connectionmanager.zip
jbo8iclient.zip
jbocmp.zip
jbodatum111.zip
jbodatum12.zip
jbodomgnrc.zip
jbodomorcl.zip
jbodt.zip
jboejb.jar
jbohtml.zip
jboimdomains.zip
jbojdbcpatch.zip
jbomt.zip
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jboo8i.zip 
jboremote.zip 
jboremoteejb.zip
jbotester.zip
jbovb.zip
jbovbclient.zip
ordhttp.zip
ordim817.zip
ordvir817.zip

Some of these files will have existing versions in the target directory. 
Replace them with the new versions.

2. Edit the jserv.properties file in a text editor. This file is located in 
the <Oracle_Home>/Apache/Jserv/etc directory.

3. Find the block that begins with the comment:

# OJSP environment settings

4. Make sure the following lines are present:

wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/connectionmanage
r.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbocmp.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbodatum111.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbodatum12.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbodomgnrc.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbodomorcl.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbodt.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbohtml.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jboimdomains.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbojdbcpatch.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbomt.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jboremote.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/jbotester.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/ordhttp.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/ordim817.zip
wrapper.classpath=<Oracle_Home>/Apache/BC4J/lib/ordvir817.zip

After you complete this procedure, you can follow the ordinary 
procedure for deploying web applications to Oracle9i Application 
Server. 

EJB 1.1 Support
Oracle JDeveloper 3.2 only supports EJB 1.1. Developers working with EJB 
1.0 applications should use Oracle JDeveloper 3.1 which supports EJB 1.0. 
(JDeveloper 3.1 does not support EJB 1.1.)
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Migrating an Existing 1.0 or 1.1 EJB into JDeveloper 3.2
While there is no support for automatically migrating an EJB that was 
created using JDeveloper 3.1, you can still create a new EJB that is 
compliant with the 1.1 specification that references EJB 1.0 classes. You'll be 
able to continue developing your EJB with the new EJB Designer and 
deployment tools.

You can also import EJB 1.1 compliant classes that were developed outside 
of JDeveloper altogether and continue developing them with the EJB 
Designer.

For migrating EJB 1.0 classes into JDeveloper, do the following:

1. Create a new JDeveloper project, or select an existing one

2. Invoke the EJB Wizard (File | New | Enterprise JavaBean)

3. Select the EJB type for the existing EJB. If necessary, rename it.

4. Replace the three default EJB class names (Bean class, Home and 
Remote interfaces). Don't enter the package names yet; you will be 
prompted to provide them later.

5. If you are migrating an Entity EJB, and when you click Next, you'll need 
to enter the Primary Key information.

6. Click Next to specify the package(s) for the EJB classes and the 
SOURCEPATH to the EJB source files.

7. Click Next to review the EJB summary information. If you need to 
correct any details (paths, packages, names, etc.), click Back and make 
the changes.

8. Click Finish. If you specified paths for existing source files, the EJB 
Wizard prompts you to accept the existing files without modifying 
them, or the EJB Wizard will overwrite them. Generally, you should 
accept them without modification.

9. When the EJB Wizard closes, it creates a deployment descriptor in XML 
format for your new EJB. You can continue developing your EJB with 
the EJB designer, which automatically opens. The EJB designer is a new 
feature in JDeveloper 3.2 which allows you to edit your EJB and its 
deployment descriptor properties. You can see the current state of your 
XML deployment descriptor by selecting the XML tab.

10. Modify your EJB to make it EJB 1.1 spec-compliant. To create a 
deployment profile to deploy your EJB to Oracle8i, right-click on the 
EJB node that was added to the project, and select Create EJB/8i 

Deployment Profile.

For migrating existing EJB 1.1 classes into JDeveloper 3.2, do the following:
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1. Work through steps 1 through 8 as outlined above.

2. Right-click on the EJB node that was added to the project, and select 
Create EJB/8i Deployment Profile.

3. If you migrated a CMP Entity EJB, you'll first work through several 
wizards for specifying CMP mapping information. For all other EJB 
types, the EJB/8i Deployment Profile Wizard starts.

4. Select the Output tab and edit the EJB Descriptor field to edit the EJB 
1.1 deployment descriptor. If you have an Oracle-specific EJB 1.1 
deployment descriptor file, enter its file name in the Oracle descriptor 
field.

5. Close the profile by selecting Done to save changes. Notice that a .prf 
file has been added to your project's Deployment folder, along with 
your deployment descriptor files.

6. Reopen the profile, visit each tab to inspect the deployment descriptor 
details, specify an IIOP connection, and deploy.

Code Insight Background Research No Longer on by Default
Starting in JDeveloper 3.2 Code Insight background research is no longer on 
by default. If you wish to enable Code Insight choose Tools from the menu 
bar and click on IDE Options. Choose the Code Insight tab and click on 
Background Research. By having Background Research disabled by default, 
the code editor will not highlight unknown types in red. Member and class 
completion will still be available.

Note : JDeveloper 3.2 maintains an independent deployment 
descriptor for the EJB itself, separate from the deployment 
descriptor associated with each deployment profile created to 
deploy that EJB. This behavior is intentional, and allows an 
EJB to be deployed to multiple target servers, using possibly 
different properties, without affecting the source EJB itself. 
The source EJB deployment descriptor is captured on disk in 
an .EJX file; the deployment descriptor for each EJB profile is 
user-specified, but is generated by default into an .XML file. 
Direct user modification of the .EJX file is not supported since 
every property in the descriptor can be edited either through 
the EJB Designer or the EJB Deployment Profile Wizard.
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Internationalization (I18N) Issues

Samples: Non Supported Charset Exception (1427143)

You may experience this problem when working with the provided 
samples. The workaround is to manually add the "Oracle 8.1.7 JDBC NLS 
Support" library to the project.

Local Test Environment Has Problems with Some Characters in XSQL 
Application (1406210)

Characters out of ISO8859-1 character set in XSQL application are not 
handled correctly under local test environment. Due to this, searching 
against those characters will not work in local environment.

JSP BC4J Application Does Not Work When it Includes Some Characters 
(1404390)

JSP BC4J application, which is generated by "Business Components JSP 
wizard", does not work with Tomcat/Oracle JSP when it includes charaters 
which are out of ISO8859-1 character set.

JSP Returns an Error When Inserting a Record (1404390)

If the translate_params parameter is enabled the insert fails with the error:

Application Error
Return
Error Message: null

JSP Cannot Show Japanese Data (1423356)

If you set up the project encoding to 'default' in the project properties the 
ISO8859_1 encoding will be used. This is a change in JDeveloper 3.2 to 
avoid the MS Windows specific encoding. If you are generating 
applications that require a specific encoding you need to set up the 
encoding prior to generating a JSP Web Application. You can set up the 
encoding in the default project properties or you can: 

1. Create an empty project

2. Change the project encoding to SJIS

3. Use the web application wizard to generate this application

Rename Entities When Creating Business Objects to Remove Non ASCII 
Characters (1381846)

When creating business objects avoid having non ASCII class names or file 
names. Non ASCII class or file names can cause problems when compiling 
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with JDK 1.1.8 and JSPs or Servlets with non ASCII characters do not work 
regardless of JDK version. To avoid non ASCII class or file names when you 
create an Entity, shuttle a table to the right list box and then select the Entity 
Name. Click the Edit button and change the Entity Name. You can also 
rename any component by popup menu.

Malformed Characters Shown in Viewer of HTML and JSP (1325251)

Any JSP or HTML file that has Japanese characters in HTML tags cannot be 
read with the Viewer.

Business Component Browser Returns JBO-27022 (1325995)

If your Business Components for Java application uses a multibyte locale, 
you should set oracle.jbo.defineColumnLength=false to ignore length 
settings when fetching data from JDBC. 

This setting can be done in the 
oracle.jbo.server.jboserver.properties file (located in jbomt.zip), 
or can be defined in the environment settings or passed in as a command 
line parameter to the java vm using the /D option.

Setting this flag to false means Business Components for Java will not pass 
the max-data-length to jdbc when defining column types to fetch. There's a 
performance impact of this, JDBC will pre-allocate almost 2K per VARCHAR 
column that's being fetched (as was happening in JDeveloper 3.0 and 3.1) 

Non-English Class, JSP, and Servlet Names

When using JDK 1.1.X, non-English class, JSP, and servlet names cause a 
ClassNotFound exception. When using JDK 1.2.X, this problem occurs only 
if the name, containing the main function, has a non-English name. 

JSP Runtime Doesn't Support Tags with Multi-byte Characters When Using IE 
5.0 (1046818) 

When using Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0, JSP Web Applications break if 
hyper links contain multi-byte characters.

Known Issues in Release

Unable to Deploy EJBs to Oracle8i Release 3 (8.1.7) on Solaris (1482140)

You will not be able to deploy EJBs from JDeveloper 3.2 to Oracle8i Release 
3 (8.1.7) on Solaris. We expect this to be fixed in the Solaris patchset 8.1.7.1. 
This problem does not exist on Oracle8i Release 3 (8.1.7) on Windows NT. 
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Viewing the Results of the Update in the XSQL Tutorial

The following piece of code must be added to the XSQL page (after the 
generated code and before the </page> tag), to see the result of the update 
view operation. What it does is basically queries the SUPPLIER table to 
show the new result (after the UpdateViewObject action handler has been 
invoked.) 

<xsql:action handler="oracle.jbo.xsql.ViewObject"
name="SupplierView"
max-levels="0"
max-rows="1"
appmodule="OnlineOrders.OnlineOrdersModule"
connname="MyJdbcConn">

<where>
<attribute name="Id" value="{@Id}"/>
</where>

</xsql:action>

FINDBYPK Fails if Multiple Tables Are Used (1504795)

When mapping an Entity Bean to multiple tables the primary key attribute 
has to be mapped properly to the Business Components for Java datatype. 
For example, when mapping a primary key of int type the default mapping 
in the second Entity Object should be changed from Number to Integer. If 
the primary key of the bean is of long type then the default Business 
Components for Java mapping should be changed from Number to Long. 
For the suggested mappings for CMP take a look at the topic "About 
Suggested Type Mappings for CMP" in the online help system.

Applets Deployed to Oracle8i or Using Visibroker with Plugin 1.2.2

Currently applets are having problems running in the 1.2.2 plugin when 
Business Components for Java is deployed using CORBA. (Three tier 
deployment using Visibroker and deployment to an Oracle8i database) 
They do run when using the 1.3 plugin. Alternatively you can choose to use 
a 1.2.2 plugin not running against a 1.2.2 JRE. (use either the 1.2.1 JRE or the 
1.3 JRE instead) 

CMP EJB Field ofBoolean or java.lang.Boolean

The suggested table column type corresponding to a CMP EJB field of 
boolean or java.lang.Boolean is NUMBER, with no precision specified. 
Using NUMBER(1) will cause a runtime error.
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The Tutorial, "Developing the Online Orders JavaServer Pages Client"

In the tutorial, "Developing the Online Orders JavaServer Pages Client," the 
topic "Deploying the Business Components and JSP Application" refers to a 
project called "JSPTutorial.jpr." This should be "JSPClient.jpr."

The Tutorial, "Creating a Java GUI Client for a Business Logic Tier" (1505908)

On the "Deploying the Java GUI Application" page of the "Creating a Java 
GUI Client for a Business Logic Tier" tutorial, step 1 of "To add the business 
components library to your client project:" reads: "In the Navigator, right-
click JavaGuiClient.jpr and choose Properties". The correct project name 
is "JavaGUIClient.jpr".

In the section titled "To deploy your application", step 1 reads: "In the 
Navigator, right-click JavaGuiClient.jpr and choose New Deployment 
Profile". The correct project name is "JavaGUIClient.jpr".

In the section titled "To set the classpath and run your application:", the 
third command in step 2 says to issue the following commands: "jre 
javagui.JavaGUIApp". The correct jre command is: "jre 
JavaGUI.JavaGUIApp".

Codecoach Message Window not Shown When JDeveloper is Run for the First 
Time (1498371)

Only on first try, the Codecoach log window may appear blank, if it 
happens, please restart JDeveloper.

JDeveloper Hangs on Close with EJB in Viewer and Launched from Explorer 
(1498383)

JDeveloper 3.2 will hang (requiring Task Manager) when closing the 
workspace (or exiting altogether) if a viewer contains any files in an EJB 
folder. This only happens when JDeveloper was launched from the 
Windows Explorer by double-clicking on the Project file (.jpr). If you 
launch from the workspace file (.jws), JDeveloper will throw a ntdll.dll 
exception when closing the workspace. The workaround is to always use 
the Start menu to launch JDeveloper if you've got EJB's in your workspace.

XSQL Javadoc Does not Display in the Javadoc Viewer

When looking at XSQL source, the Javadoc viewer will not display XSQL 
Javadoc. To enable the XSQL Javadoc, shut down JDeveloper, and using a 
text editor (such as Notepad) add the following line to the 
[Library_1.2_XSQL Runtime] and [Library_1.1_XSQL Runtime] 
sections of <JDeveloper_Home>\bin\library.ini:

Docpath=[..\doc\javadoc\Oracle\xsqlref.zip]
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When you restart JDeveloper, you will be able to use the doc tab to view 
XSQL Javadoc.

Upgrading JSP Web Applications from JDeveloper 3.1

If you import a JSP application which was built with JDeveloper version 3.1 
or earlier, into a JDeveloper 3.2 environment, please note that you will also 
have to populate the 3.2 JDEV_HOME/myhtml/webapp directory with either 
the content from your original 3.1 JDEV_HOME/myhtml/webapp/ 
environment or generate new content into the /webapp/ directory using 
one of the 3.2 JSP wizards. The standard content of the webapp 
subdirectory can also be found in the 3.2 
JDEV_HOME/samples/BC4J/webapp directory.

In 3.2, the /webapp/ directory starts out empty and is populated 
dynamically when the Business Components for Java JSP App Wizard is 
completed. In the case where an existing Business Components for Java JSP 
Web App is imported into the JDeveloper environment, no content is 
automatically generated into the webapp directory and will result in 
missing CSS files and images during runtime testing within JDeveloper.

Web beans in JDeveloper 3.2 take advantage of the new datatype-specific 
renderers. Because the web bean implementation classes have changed, 
when you open your 3.1 web application in JDeveloper 3.2, you must add 
the Oracle Intermedia library to your project to support the new renderers. 
To add the library in JDeveloper 3.2, open the Project Properties dialog for 
your web application, click the Libraries tab, click Add, and choose Oracle 
Intermedia from the list, then click OK to add the Intermedia library to your 
project.

Please see the online help for more information about upgrading a 3.1 JSP 
Web Application in JDeveloper 3.2. Look under Creating JSP Pages, then 
About JSP Applications for the upgrading topic.

Intermedia JSP Renderer, ordPlayMedia.jsp, Does Not Work in Oracle Servlet 
Engine (1450639,1467454) 

Oracle JDeveloper provides a JSP page which enables the rendering of 
Intermedia types from the database in JSP applications. This JSP page does 
not currently work in Oracle Servlet Engine, which is the default JSP 
runtime environment in the Oracle database. This JSP page, however, does 
work on any standard JSP environment as well as Oracle9i Application 
Server.
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Finder Methods Fail During RT With INVALIDOWNER Exception (1425656)

Currently the Finder methods in the bean which returns enummeration 
fails at runtime throwing the INVALIDOWNER exception. This is due a bug in 
OracleJVM where finders are not currently working. (Bug 1422231)

Incompatible Type for Array - Errors During CMP Deployment (1428453)

CMP deployment errors occur when there is a finder method in an EJB 
which takes double as parameter and returns Enumeration. This is due to a 
bug (1471204) in Oracle JVM where the persistencemanager api doesn't 
have support for primitive types. As a workaound you can define the finder 
argument as Double instead of double.

CMP: Boolean PK Class - Create Method Fails (1458411)

There is a problem in mapping a boolean to a number column which has a 
precision defined for it. E.g number(2). When an attribute is created for 
such column a scale/precision validator is created for that attribute that 
tries to enforce the precision and fails to recognize the boolean values. To 
turn this validation off you can edit the mapped bc4j entity attribute and 
change the database column type from NUMBER(xx) to NUMBER.

Exceptions While DAC Application Connecting to a BC4J Deployed as an EJB 
into Weblogic (1473063)

The exception is caused by the different version of jndi in the classpath. 
Weblogic stub is failing when attempting to lookup method 
getNameInNameSpace which is only available in jndi 1.2.1. Since we ship 
jndi 1.1 (in j:\lib.) the method is not found and hence the exception. As a 
workaround, make sure that you have weblogicaux.jar (part of JBO WL 
Client library) ahead of everything else in your DAC project. This jar 
contains the jndi 1.2.1 version.

Weblogic Doesn't Recognize the XML Files of Deployment BC4J Appmodule as 
Session Bean

To workaround this the XML files for all the EO, VO and AM need to be 
copied into the WEBLOGIC_HOME/myserver/serverclasses/package 
directory. (Package is the name of the package in which the appmodule is 
built.) The jar file which has all the classes for the BC4J application have to 
be added into the Weblogic classpath in the startWeblogic.cmd file

PORT and HOST Variable in the webtogo.ora File

For the most part the webtogo.ora file should not be modified. However, 
there are two variables in this file that you may need to change. Both 
override JDeveloper's default behavior when running a web application: 
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1. In the [webtogo] section, you can define a specific port with the syntax 
PORT=<port_number>. If this entry does not exist (the default), the 
webtogo server will search for an available port. For example: 

[webtogo]
USE_SYSTEM_CLASSPATH=YES
DEBUG=YES
PORT=7007

2. In the [jdev] section, you can define a specific host name with the 
syntax HOST=<fully_qualified_hostname>. If this entry does not exist 
(the default), the webtogo server will use the user’s local IP address. 
For example:

[jdev]
HOST=jdev-lap.us.oracle.com

Debugging with Classic VM on Multi-Processor Machines

If you are using the Classic VM for debugging (you have specified 
"-classic" in the Java VM Parameters field of the Run/Debug tab in the 
project properties dialog box), and you are using JDeveloper on a multi-
processor machine, you may experience difficulties. JDeveloper, and the 
program you are trying to debug, may both hang. This bug has already 
been reported to Sun; the Sun Bug-ID is 4372740. To work around this bug, 
we recommend that you use OJVM instead of the Classic VM for 
debugging. If you must use the Classic VM, you can still work around this 
bug. We have added code which will limit a program being debugged to 
using only a single processor. If you wish to limit programs being debugged 
inside JDeveloper to using only a single processor, set an environment 
variable DebugSingleProcessor to the value 1. On Windows NT or 
Windows 2000, you can set an environment variable by right clicking on the 
My Computer icon on the desktop, choosing Properties... from the context 
menu, and then selecting the Environment tab. Please note that this 
environment variable only affects local debugging, when "Normal Java 
class" has been selected in the Debug Files As field in the Run/Debug tab in 
the project properties dialog box.

Problems Deploying Business Components for Java Libraries in Different 
Schema (1095107)

Attempting to deploy a Business Components for Java library in a different 
schema from the JDeveloper IDE generates the following error:

Note : Manipulation of any other part of this file may prevent 
the correct execution of web applications. 
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Generating Jar File...done
Loading EJB Jar file and Comm Stubs Jar file...
error: loadJava has failed to load some classes; Please check trace
file!
*** Errors occurred while deploying the EJB to 8i JVM ***

When you check the server trace file you will find several ORA-04043 
errors:

Error while resolving class
oracle/jbo/common/remote/ejb/RemoteApplicationModulePackage/sequence
_of_wstringHelper
ORA-04043: object
oracle/jbo/common/remote/ejb/RemoteApplicationModulePackage/sequence
_of_wstringHelper does not exist

We expect this to be fixed in a database patchset to Oracle8i 8.1.7. 

Client Setup Installation: Shortcut in Start Menu Broken if Path Contains 
Spaces (1450021) 

If the path to JDeveloper on the server contains space(s) the shortcut in the 
Start Menu is broken. Workaround:

1. In the Explorer go to <windows nt root>\Profiles\All 
Users\<Jdev>

2. Right-click the shortcut to JDeveloper

3. In the field Target prepend and append a double quote (")

4. Click OK.

JBO: SETATTRIBUTE * Tag Does Not Work for Object Types (1426349)

The workaround is to use the SetAttribute tag using the following format:

<jbo:Row id="newRow" datasource="ds1" action="Create" >
<jbo:SetAttribute dataitem="Id" value="101" />
<jbo:SetAttribute dataitem="Address.Street" value="101 Main St" />
<jbo:SetAttribute dataitem="Address.City" value="Redwood City" />
</jbo:Row>

Note : Address is an object attribute and it's updated by 
specifying which attribute to update within it.
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Deployment Errors When Finder Return Type Collection (1425331)

Collections are not suported in 8.1.7. The following errors will occur during 
deployment if the finder method's return type is collection:

Reading Deployment Descriptor...done
Verifying Deployment Descriptor...done
Gathering users...done
Processing container managed persistence bean...done
Generating Comm Stubs.........................................done
Compiling Stubs...done
Generating Jar File...done
Loading EJB Jar file and Comm Stubs Jar file...done
Generating EJBHome and EJBObject on the server...
Compilation errors in
oracle/aurora/ejb/gen/_test_mingye_StringFind/EjbHome_StringFindHome
:ORA-29535:
source requires recompilation
oracle/aurora/ejb/gen/_test_mingye_StringFind/EjbHome_StringFindHome
:148:
Incompatible type for declaration. Explicit cast needed to convert
java.util.Collection to java.util.Enumeration.
oracle/aurora/ejb/gen/_test_mingye_StringFind/EjbHome_StringFindHome
:156:
Incompatible type for return. Explicit cast needed to convert
oracle.aurora.ejb.AuroraEnumeration to java.util.Collection.
Info: 2 errors

Rollback Does Not Work in EJB Mode When Passivation is Used (1455013)

In order to prevent the failover framework from commiting application 
data changes while using the application pool against a middle tier that is 
deployed in Oracle JServer it is necessary to execute the following steps 
after deploying the Business Components for Java runtime:

1. Extract jbo.serverproperties from jbomt.zip

2. Edit jbo.serverproperties to add the following line:

jbo.server.internal_connection=jdbc:oracle:thin:<user>/<password
>@<host>:<port>:<sid>

3. Add jboserver.properties to a jar file. Make sure that the 
oracle/jbo/server path is preserved while creating the jar file. 

4. Deploy the jar file containing the properties file to the database using 
the JDeveloper deployment utility. 

5. Grant the JAVASYSPRIV role or connect,resolve 
java.net.SocketPermissions to the java objects owner:

EXEC DBMS_JAVA.GRANT_PERMISSION('<user>', 
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'SYS:java.net.SocketPermission', '*', 'connect,resolve');

Multiple SetReleasePageResources Per Requests Cause Unexpected 
Problems (1455651)

Multiple stateful checkout/checkin operations for an application module by 
a single HTTP request may result in database state conflicts.

Web application developers should ensure that each HTTP request only 
performs one "Stateful" application module pool checkout/checkin per 
application module. Special attention should be paid to jsp:forward tags 
which may perform additional pool checkin/checkout operations. 

Failover Support (1449928)

If you are using the failover support features of the application module 
pool or the spill to disk features and are limiting the JDBC connection pool 
size with the jbo.maxpoolsize property, please allow room for one 
additional JDBC connection for each root application module when 
planning the maximum pool size.

ORACLESQLEXCEPTION Occurs on AMS Deployed as EJBs in JServer 
(1418480)

This is a result of OracleSQLException 2089 that is thrown when 
passivation is invoked on an Application Module that is deployed as an EJB 
in JServer. This occurs because the global transaction manager can not 
handle the implicit commit that is fired by the passivation framework when 
it invokes DDL to create the persistent collection tables. In JDeveloper 3.2 
the workaround is to declare the EJB transaction type to be local instead of 
the default global type. This can be done with the following steps:

1. Extract jboserver.properties from jbomt.zip

2. Add the following line to jboserver.properties: 

jbo.ejb.txntype=local 

3. Deploy the jboserver.properties file to JServer

DbServlet Removed From JDeveloper 3.2

The DbServlet has been removed from JDeveloper 3.2. The Datapage 
Wizard should be used in its place. You can find more information about 
the Datapage Wizard in the online help.
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NOCLASSDEFFOUNDEXCEPTION Deploying Java Stored Procedue Without 
JDBC in Project

Whenever deploying Java stored procedures it is necessary to have the 
Oracle JDBC library as part of the project because this library is required by 
the loadjava utility. Even if the code does not use the Oracle JDBC driver, 
this library needs to be included if you are deploying Java stored 
procedures. 

Remote Database Debugging

For remote database debugging to work, the source files need to be in the 
same directory stucture as the class files. For instance, if the package 
CORBA.foo1.innerfoo is being remotely debugged then the source files 
should be in a directory CORBA\foo1\innerfoo in the source directory of 
JDeveloper. If this is not the case breakpoints are not recognized.

JDeveloper 3.1 and 3.2 UI Now Enforces Main Method of an Application Must 
Be Public

Starting with JDeveloper 3.1 the UI now enforces the rule that the main 
method of an application must be public and static void. This is the 
official Java specification. JDeveloper 3.0 ignored the access flag and 
allowed you to run a class if it contains a static void main(String[]) 
function regardless of its access modifier. The Run/Debug menus are 
disabled when the code does not conform to what is considered a run-able 
node. 

Setting Character Sets for JSPs

The Business Component JSP Application Wizard and the simple JSP 
wizard automatically encode each JSP page with the character set defined 
in the Project properties. The native setting for each Project is 'default' 
which means that each generated JSP will be encoded with the host 
System's character set. This is done so that all JSPs generated via the 
wizards will successfully run inside of JDeveloper with the character set 
that JDeveloper's host system is set to. This property can be edited by 
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clicking on the Compiler tab and selecting the Encoding poplist in the 
Project Properties Wizard. 

Extended AppModules (1252123)

Currently, extended AppModules cannot be deployed as EJBs in v8.1.6 of 
the database. This support is planned for a future release of the database. 
Workaround: Rather than create an extended AppModule, create a new one 
including the same VO's as the original.

JSP Remote Debugging

When performing remote debugging for a JSP with a project that was used 
for local debugging the package for the remote deployment must match the 
package used locally. In other words, the user should make a subdirectory 
in the web server's html directory which is the same name as the 
subdirectory in JDeveloper's myhtml directory (by default the directory is 
usually something like MyProject4_html), and copy the JSP file into the 
subdirectory. The URL for the JSP would then be 
http://host/MyProject4_html/test.jsp 

If the user wants to deploy the JSP file into a directory which does not 
match the local package, the user will need to make a new project for 
remote debugging.

Debugging JSPs (1229083)

When debugging JSP's (either locally or remotely), any debugging feature 
which uses expression evaluation will not be available. This includes 
conditional breakpoints, expression logging for breakpoint occurrence, and 
the Run->Evaluate/Modify dialog.

Granting Java2 Permissions to Users Running in JServer

Certain Java2 style permissions must be granted to users running Business 
Components for Java. The below SQL script can be run to grant these 
permissions to an user such as SCOTT:

Note : For customers who wish to deploy JSPs to a system 
which has a character set other than the JDeveloper host 
system, they must set it to the correct character set of the 
deployment machine prior to generating any JSP files. For 
example: For a Solaris machine running with an English 
character set, they would set the encoding project property to 
ISO8559_1, the standard JSP character encoding for English. 
(satisfies most cases) 
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SET VERIFY OFF
EXEC DBMS_JAVA.GRANT_PERMISSION('SCOTT', 
'SYS:java.util.PropertyPermission','*', 'write');
EXEC DBMS_JAVA.GRANT_PERMISSION('SCOTT', 
'SYS:java.util.PropertyPermission','*', 'read');
EXEC DBMS_JAVA.GRANT_PERMISSION('SCOTT', 
'SYS:java.lang.RuntimePermission','createClassLoader', null);
EXEC DBMS_JAVA.GRANT_PERMISSION('SCOTT', 
'SYS:java.lang.RuntimePermission','setContextClassLoader', null);
EXEC DBMS_JAVA.GRANT_PERMISSION('SCOTT', 
'SYS:java.lang.RuntimePermission','getClassLoader', null);
COMMIT;

Using Oracle-Style Bind Variables

The following is a JDBC issue that can affect Business Components for Java. 
The where-clause-param calls setObject or setNull on JDBC's 
PreparedStatement (with index incremented by one). The example 
program below shows that Oracle JDBC driver takes these setObject calls 
by position, not by matching the number.

Example program
=======================================

import java.sql.*;
import java.io.*;
import oracle.sql.*;

public class bind
{

Connection conn;

public static void main(String argv[])
{

bind ex = new bind();

Note : Be sure to use all capital letters to specify the 
username in the first parameter of the above 
DBMS_JAVA.GRANT_PERMISSION procedure. We also provide 
the above as a script, java2perm.sql, which can be found 
in your JDEVELOPER_HOME\bin directory. Run this from 
SQL*Plus as follows: 

JDEVELOPER_HOME\bin java2perm SCOTT

The USERID, for instance SCOTT, must be in all uppercase.
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try
{

DriverManager.registerDriver(new 
oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver());

ex.conn = 
DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:oracle:thin:scott/tiger@localhost:
1521:ORA815");

ex.work();
ex.work2();

ex.conn.close ();
}
catch(Exception e)
{

e.printStackTrace();
}

}

public void work() throws Exception
{

PreparedStatement stat;

stat = conn.prepareStatement("select * from emp e
where ENAME = :2 or JOB = :1");

stat.setObject(1, "KING");
stat.setObject(2, "PRESIDENT");

ResultSet rslt = stat.executeQuery();

if (rslt.next())
{

System.out.println("name: " + rslt.getString("ENAME"));
}
else
{

System.out.println("no row found");
}

rslt.close();
stat.close();

}

public void work2() throws Exception
{

PreparedStatement stat;
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stat = conn.prepareStatement("select * from emp e
where ENAME = :2 or JOB = :1");

stat.setObject(1, "PRESIDENT");
stat.setObject(2, "KING");

ResultSet rslt = stat.executeQuery();

if (rslt.next())
{

System.out.println("name: " + rslt.getString("ENAME"));
}
else
{

System.out.println("no row found");
}

rslt.close();
stat.close();

}
}

When this program is run, it first runs work, then work2. work() binds :2 
with setObject index 1 and :1 with setObject index 2. work2() reverses 
this binding.

When this program is run, the output lookos like:

name: KING
no row found

Since work2() failed to find any row this shows that binding is being done 
positionally.

JDeveloper 3.0 Users Implementing doDML()

JDeveloper 3.0 users who implemented doDML() to handle the two-phase 
insert and update process, should override hasLOBAttrs() in the 
EntityDefImpl subclass and return false. This will cause doDML() to work 
properly with the current release.

BLOB Columns Not Supported by JBO When Using 8.0 (804754)

JBO requires JDBC Drivers 8.1.X and Net8 8.1.X for BLOB column support.

Incomplete Deployment to Oracle8i When Using JDBC Thin Driver and Net8 
Name-value List (1250825)

In the Connection Manager, it is possible to create a connection to Oracle 8i 
using the Oracle JDBC Thin driver and Net8 name-value pairs as the 
connection method. This connection can be viewed in the Database 
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Browser, but deployment will not complete because the loadjava utility 
requires a database string of the form "@host:port:SID" when using the 
Oracle JDBC Thin driver.

There are two work-arounds to this problem:

1. Use the Named Host connection method instead of Net Name-Value 
Pair when creating this connection type in the Connection Manager.

2. Use the Oracle JDBC OCI-8 driver instead of the Oracle JDBC Thin 
driver. To use the Oracle JDBC OCI-8 driver with JDeveloper, please see 
the section entitled 'Connection Requirements for OCI and Type 2 JDBC 
Drivers' in the online documentation.

Running JSP Web Application with Netscape Causes Error (1037092)

This is a problem with Windows NT. To fix this problem, modify the 
Windows explorer View-> Folder Options. Click on the Filetypes tab. Then 
select Netscape Hypertext document as the file type. (or the application 
associated with htm/html) and press the edit button. In the Edit File type 
dialogue choose the action: Open and edit it. Uncheck the "Use DDE" 
checkbox.

Select OK for each remaing dialogues to exit and the problem will 
disappear. 

JDEV INI File Saves Physical, Not Logical Drive (829112)

If you build a desktop shortcut to a JDeveloper installation on a substituted 
drive, it will be modified by Windows NT when you launch the product. 
This is standard Windows NT behavior. This can affect some of 
JDeveloper's initialization files that are tied to a physical link instead of to a 
hardcoded drive name.

Business Components Java Forms Issues

java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError when Upgrading Business Components Forms 
Projects (1206962)

If you are upgrading a Business Components Forms project from 
JDeveloper 3.0 to 3.1, and your are connecting to an Application Module 
using Local mode, you may get the error 
java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError:oracle/jbo/ConnectionModeConsta
nts when you try to run the application. Check the libraries for your project 
properties, and make sure that the project is using the Oracle 8.1.6 JDBC 
library instead of the Oracle 8.1.5 JDBC library.
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Multiple Connection Types

The connection type you define for your Java form must be the same for all 
SessionInfo components that your application specifies. For example, your 
application must not try to connect to Oracle8i in one instance and to 
VisiBroker in another. The data-aware application will always find the 
client libraries which appear first in your path, and it assumes all 
SessionInfo components use the same libraries. Introducing more than one 
client libary to support multiple connection types is not supported in this 
release.

"Generate Java" Option Gives an Error for Deployed Java Stored Procedure 
(1100083)

JPublisher Wizard does not generate java files for deployed java stored 
procedures. The workaround is as follows: 

1. For stand-alone java stored procedures, create a PL/SQL procedure 
which invokes the java stored procedure.

2. For packaged java stored procedures, make sure that the 
AS LANGUAGE JAVA syntax is used in the package body, not in the 
package specification. For example:

PACKAGE MYPROJECT1 AS
FUNCTION ROWCOUNT (p0 VARCHAR2) RETURN NUMBER
AS LANGUAGE JAVA
NAME 'package1.RowCounter.rowCount(java.lang.String) return int'
;
END MYPROJECT1;

is functionally equivalent to:

PACKAGE MYPROJECT1 AS
FUNCTION ROWCOUNT (p0 VARCHAR2) RETURN NUMBER;
END MYPROJECT1;
PACKAGE BODY MYPROJECT1 AS
FUNCTION ROWCOUNT (p0 VARCHAR2) RETURN NUMBER
AS LANGUAGE JAVA
NAME 'package1.RowCounter.rowCount(java.lang.String) return int'
;
END MYPROJECT1;

The Generate Java option will work with the second example, but not 
the first. 

DAC clients fail to establish a JDBC connection to an Olite Database (1450488)

Workaround to this problem:

1. Open DAC client project properties window
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2. In 'Libraries' tab: include "Oracle8i Lite" library

3. In 'Run/Debug' tab: to the Java VM Parameters field add 
"-Djbo.SQLBuilder=OLite" 

In Visibroker Binding/Naming modes DAC Applets need a running GateKeeper 
service (1492845)

In Visibroker Binding/Naming modes DAC Applets need a running 
GateKeeper service. These applets will fail when run from within 
JDeveloper using an AppletViewer. The applets will run from a Webserver.
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